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T A B L E  O F
C O N T E N T S



White Flame Thinking works to build strong,

attentive relationships with their clients. This is

done to not only to ensure that they are delighted

with their results, but ensuring that White Flame

thinking will continue to be a resource for their

brand long after the campaign may have closed. 

 

All of us at White Flame Thinking are devoted to

pursuing the discovery for of the box ways for our

clients to both reach the goals and execute them in

a cost-efficient and trendy way. 

 

AGENCY
PHILOSOPHY



EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Matrix Entertainment’s multi-million dollar Distracted &
Impaired Simulators remain the only simulators in the nation
that give participants a completely realistic, sober
perspective on the harmful effects of driving while impaired
or distracted. The Save A Life Tour travels locally,
nationally, and internationally to appeal to a large target
audience. 
 
Despite the large presence of availability internationally for
the Save A Life Tour, the brand lacks online and social
media presences. Redesigning Matrix Entertainment’s Save
A Life Tour integrated marketing strategies will increase 
 awareness and drive up purchase intention of the targeted
audiences. 
 
This campaign focuses on building a strong foundation for
brand recognition by capturing the emotions of the
audience. By pulling consumers heart strings, we will teach
them that the only solution is

"SEE IT, DON'T BE IT."



SITUATION
ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS
-A cutting-edge product  

-Plethora of earned media 

-Available internationally 

-Brand is backed a good cause

 

 -Outdated advertisements 

-Lack of engagement

-Not easy found on digital platforms

-Reframing target market

-Create consumer-brand connection

-Emotional appeal 

-Low search engine optimization

-Strong competition

-Difficulty reaching target market 

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS



R E S E A R C H

STRATEGIES

TARGET AUDIENCE COMPETITION

Primary research through survey conduction found

that the aim of the product is on target. 100% of

participants confirmed that they would be more

likely to support a brand that has a good cause

behind it.

 

In addition, studies have reflected that the

stronger the fear that is portrayed to audiences,

the more persuasive the message is. The effects

from this approach have reliable effect upon

attitudes, behaviors and intentions.

 

 

Our campaign recognizes the power of the cause

and the magnitude of the correct appeal on this

product. So, we created one that will open eyes.

 

 

 

 

 

Through survey results, most of the participants

had never experienced a drinking and driving

seminar before. Although, the 37.5% of

respondents that have attended one, responded

that they had never heard of the Save A Life

Tour.

 

These results emphasized the importance of

competition in this campaign. Through Google

searches and competition analysis, the Save A

Life Tour was low on search results and very

similar products were easily accessible. 

 

Our campaign outlines the need for the brand to

step outside of the box, which we created.

 

 

Current social media presence is lacking in

follower count and engagement. The underlying

reason behind this is due to the unoriginal posts

by these accounts. In order for the follower count

to increase, more original content. 

 

To obtain the most appeal, we turned to photo

and videos in this campaign. While survey

conduction showed that 50% of the participants

prefer photos, we took a step further and found

that videos on social media platforms generate

1200% more shares.

 

Our campaign saw the need for both photo and

video, we couldn't decide. So, we did both.

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPEAL

Previously, the target audience was directed

towards the participants of the product. This

included mostly those of the high school and

college student demographic.

 

 

While we are looking to appeal to those

audiences, we recognized the need to appeal to

those purchasing the product. We refocused our

target audience to be high school administrators,

high school student groups, and college student

groups.

 

Our campaign not only wanted to raise

awareness, but also increase purchasing power.

So, we shifted gears to reach that.
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TARGET
AUDIENCE

 

 

Alexa, 17
Michigan
High school student
Is a member of SADD (Students Against
Destructive Decisions) at her school
Spends time empowering students to make
positive decisions.
Enjoys attending sports games, musicals,
choir concerts and other school events
Plays on the soccer team for her high school.

 

Charlie, 21
Illinois
College student 
Student council vice president
Responsibilities include, keeping members
engaged, show school citizenship and
scheduling events.
Has a part-time job planning events and
sending out emails at his apartment complex.

 

Greg, 49
Ohio
High School Administer
Works to find educational events to
schedule for students
In his free time he enjoys spending time with
his wife and two kids. 
His hobbies include attending his sons
sports events and golfing.

 

Michigan
University Student Life Director
Likes to find educational events to help destress
students
Wants to make on campus activities fun
Enjoys trying out new restaurants with friends
Loves bringing up the university as he is an
alumni himself.

Jack, 30



Broaden brand awareness by

implementing a 20% increase in social

media followers over the next 6 months.

 

 

 

OBJECTIVES

Increase purchase intention within the
target audience to request 30% more

information and/or quotes about the Save
A Life Tour within the next 6 months.



CREATIVE STRATEGY
Brand Story: Matrix Entertainment's focus for the Save A Life
Tour is targeted toward educating high schools, colleges and
military personnel about the dangers that drinking and driving
can bring. Matrix Entertainment has a passion to educate and
prevent participants from enduring the harsh reality of
destructive decisions themselves. This program enforces that
these decisions are a choice and it is a collective mission
prevent these kinds of actions.
 
Brand Personality: The current brand personality for Matrix
Entertainment Save a Life Tour is very outdated, especially
when it comes to an online presence. The brand's main
objective is to educate students on distracted and drunk
driving through the use of their interactive program. Our desire
at White Flame Thinking is to create a persona that is widely
recognized as a bold, cutting-edge brand working toward
ending this path of destruction that is distracted/drunk driving.  
 
The One Thing: Matrix Entertainment aims to change
mindsets of students and faculty when it comes to the dangers
of drunk and distracted driving when getting behind the wheel.
Drinking and driving is not a skill you can master, let's educate
them faster.
 
Message Appeal: Informative, educational, emotion, fear



See it, don't be it

See it, don't be it was chosen by our

agency to represent this campaign both to

represent our ideal advertising appeal and

also align with the goals within the product

itself.

 

 

 The Save a Life Tour, aims to educate

people on the harsh effects that come with

drunk and distracted driving. Both us,

White Flame Thinking and Matrix

Entertainment hope to educate before

anyone experiences the dangers of drunk

and distracted driving. 

 

 

 

 

S e e  i t ,  d o n ' t  b e  i t .



ADVERTISING
TACTICS

Print: For tactics like flyers and direct mail this platform would be ideal
for getting visual advertisement to the targeted audience.
 
Billboards: This is a smart way to reach high populated areas around the
world. These intriguing and eye-opening displays interest the drivers
and bring awareness to the company. Not only does this bring visual
recognition but creates awareness by word of mouth and exposure.
 
Banner Ads: Banner ads create a small ad on social media that is quick
and memorable. It connects to the millennial generation by being on
social media platforms. This also enables the target audience to view
the advertisement on their own time and place.
 
Magazine: Magazine ads are a quick and easy tactic for putting
memorable ads into an educational source. This could reach a different
target audience outside of social media.
 
Promotion Videos on YouTube: These simple and eye-catching videos
create a memorable visual on what the company does and how they do
it. It gives insight on what the services obtain and why they do it.
 
Merchandise: These little handouts at the services will be easy
advertisement carried out by our audience. Providing the audience with
stickers, T-shirts, bumper stickers, etc. will promote our company in
many ways.
 

See it, don't be it



Social Media Tactics
Instagram: This platform is easy to post short and simple videos or pictures to

bring awareness to the younger audience. By posting these videos and photos the

company is reaching out to more people with visuals that are appealing. This also

gives the company more engagement and exposure with the audience. This is a

casual way to pursue the younger audience without being over the top. The

company will post pictures and videos from services they have done. Posting

pictures to get audiences excited about an upcoming event or announcing a new

release to the service/product.

 

Facebook and Twitter: By taking advantage of these social media platforms, more

awareness will be given towards the millennial generation. There is even a feature

on Facebook that would let Matrix Entertainment live stream their service to their

audience. This would allow people who cannot make it to the service to attend

where they are. Both of these platforms give the audience the ability to share or

retweet what the company has posted in order to reach a bigger audience.

 

LinkedIn: This social media platform gives the ability for companies, colleges, high

schools, and universities to view the company and learn more about the

professional side of the company. This platform gives the audience easy accessed

information about the company. This is also a well trusted platform which creates

credibility for the company. A feature of receiving professional feedback from

people can occur on this platform which will benefit the company

 

YouTube: YouTube is a great platform to post long videos of the events/speeches

that are given within the services. This platform could be a great way for people to

look up visual research on the company to see what the service hold before

purchasing Matrix Entertainment. The company can post promotional videos on

this platform to reach a larger audience than just the followers/subscribers.

 

 



GEURRILLA
 

TACTIC 1:
 

This Guerrilla tactic will be an event that is essentially a free
trial of the simulation. This tactic will be held at Rosa Parks

Circle in downtown Grand Rapids. This event will include all of
the components of the Save A Life Tour.

 

The purpose of this event is to allow in-person, hands on
participation into the learning experience. This tactic will aid in

reaching more awareness of the brand.
 

To increase participation, each participant of the event will
receive a free Save A Life Tour t-shirt. In addition, pamphlets

and stickers including the Save A Life Tour logo, hashtag,
social medias, and URL will be given out. 

 

These free opportunities to receive pamphlets, stickers, and
shirts are then transitioned into ongoing advertising for the
Save A Life Tour, as they will either be worn as a shirt and
used otherwise. This will drive word-of-mouth and increase

brand recognition.



GUERRILLA
SAMPLE

SAVE A
LIFE TOUR



Direct mail

With intention to reach out target
audience in a direct way, we created a

flyer that can be sent to high schools and
universities that describes the Save a Life

Tour. 
 

The front of the flyer provides a brief
description of the service that includes

images of students using the simulators.
The back of the flyer provides additional

information on the specifics of the 
Save a Life Tour program.

TACTIC 2:
 







TACTIC 3:
 MAGAZINE AD

Photograpy  Workshop

COMPLETION

The goal of this tactic is to hit an audience that
is outside of social media. This will hit a
different group of audience, ones that are more
into print copies than watching advertisement
on TV or through social media. 
 
This article will be placed in educational
magazines. This will ensure our articles to be
taken seriously and hitting an audience more
mature. Also, by putting these articles in
educational magazines we are demonstrating
how we want to teach our audience and not
just sell to them. 
 
The magazine ad is a very simple design. The
background catches the eye of the reader and
gives the audience a small amount to read but
something intriguing to remember. 



Drinking and driving isn't a skill
you can master

Let's educate them faster

See it,
don't be it.

Join the Matrix
Entertainment's mission to

gain awareness and educate
youth about the dangers of

drinking and driving.

For more information please visit:
MatrixEntertainment.com



TACTIC 4:
 BILLBOARD

Billboards are a visual appeal used to attract a wide
audience. It is ideal to place the billboard in a highly
populated area such as, Chicago. This way, drivers

passing through will become aware of Matrix
Entertainment's Save a Life Tour. 

 
The first example has the words, "you're distracted."
By doing this, Save a Life Tour can bring attention

to distracted driving beyond their school events. The
second example features the slogan "see it don't be
it" across a woman's eyes. This will get the brands
mission statement across and by using this picture

in all of our advertisements, people will begin to
recognize the brand.

 
 



BILLBOARD
SAMPLE #1 

YOU'RE

DISTRACTED

save a life tour
www.matrixentertainment.com



BILLBOARD
SAMPLE #2 



PROMO
VIDEO

 This campaign is segmented towards increasing
awareness to the target audience, our previous

tactics will get us there. In addition to that, we are
looking to get a larger audience behind our cause,

this how we are looking to do that.
 

Through the creation of a storyboard, we looked to
create a story that will hit all audiences. Nearly 20%
of all teenager car crashes are alcohol-related and

nearly one-third of those crashes occur during April,
May and June.    These months are focused around

prom and graduation.
 

Through the execution of this promo video, we will
gather more eyes on the Save A Life Tour's cause
and gain more interest into the brand for how the

problem can be solved.
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TACTIC 5:
 



PROMO VIDEO
STORYBOARD

Nearly 20% of all teenager car crashes are
alcohol-related.

Nearly one-third of those crashes occur
during April, May and June.

 Sources: 2, 4

Remind others around you that drinking
and driving is not an option this prom and

graduation season.
 
 

Learn more about how you can prevent
teenage drinking and driving at:

MatrixEntertainment.com
 

#SeeItDontBeIt    #SaveALifeTour

Move into a couple's conversation and the
discussion that they want to leave the dance. 

Open into high school prom scene with friends
sneaking sips of alcohol at the dance.

As they get into the car, the female asks, "Are you sure
you're okay to drive?"

He responds, "Babe, I'm good at drinking and driving. I
have to be, with how strict my parents are."

A few seconds go by followed by the sound of tires
screeching and sirens.

Monotone, deep voiceover of the text
above

Voiceover of text above



EVALUATION
,

Our campaign for Matrix is built to create a long-term benefit for
this company. We need to measure and determine how the

company will grow in the future. We will evaluate the ability to:

-Increasing brand awareness by an 20% increase
in social media followers over the next 6 months.
 
-Increasing purchase intention of target audience
to request 30% more information/quotes about the
Save A Life Tour within 6 months.
 
 
We will test this success every two months to
understand how the project is working. This
tracking of the project wil l happen online with
follower counts, profit revenue, and information
requests. By six months we expect to have 20%
more social media followers and 30% more
purchase intentions. 
 
This evaluation is very vital to identify how
successful our campaign is. We will continuously
measure the amount of success and determine the
success in the next months ahead. After the six
months are done we wil l evaluate if we have
reached our goal. If we have not reached our goal
we wil l re-evaluate the campaign and adjust as
needed. If the campaign is a success than we wil l
work towards a bigger goal in the future.



BUDGETING

SOCIAL 

PRINT MEDIA

GUERRILLA

OUT-OF-HOME

Facebook - $500

Jun. Jul. Dec.Nov.Sept.Aug.

Instagram - $400
Twitter - $450

Space Rent - $450

Free items - $55
T-Shirts - $425

Chicago - $4,120

Detroit - $4,000

Magazine - $1,000
Direct Mail - $600

EARN MEDIA
Promo Video - $0
Socials - $0

TOTAL - $12,000

Oct.



Conclusion

The Save a Life Tour's main weaknesses is its lack of
social media engagement and outdated advertisements.
Our campaign works to increase brand awareness and
purchase intention by using tactics such as, guerrilla

tactics, magazine ads, billboards, flyers and original posts
on social media.  
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